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Direct Geometry Processing
for Telefabrication
This paper presents a new approach for telefabrication where a physical object is
scanned in one location and fabricated in another location. This approach integrates
three-dimensional (3D) scanning, geometric processing of scanned data, and additive
manufacturing (AM) technologies. In this paper, we focus on a set of direct geometric
processing techniques that enable the telefabrication. In this approach, 3D scan data are
directly sliced into layer-wise contours. Sacrificial supports are generated directly from
the contours and digital mask images of the objects and the supports for stereolithogra-
phy apparatus (SLA) processes are then automatically generated. The salient feature of
this approach is that it does not involve any intermediate geometric models such as STL,
polygons, or nonuniform rational B-splines (NURBS) that are otherwise commonly used
in prevalent approaches. The experimental results on a set of objects fabricated on sev-
eral SLA machines confirm the effectiveness of the approach in faithfully telefabricating
physical objects. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4024912]

Keywords: additive manufacturing, 3D scanning, geometry processing, process planning,
telefabrication

1 Introduction

This paper presents an end-to-end telefabrication approach
where a three-dimensional (3D) physical object is scanned in one
location and reproduced in another location. Due to the pervasive
deployment of sensing and computing technologies, telefabrica-
tion has become increasingly feasible and important in a globally
distributed supply-chain environment for product development.

Telefabrication can significantly reduce the product development
cycle by enabling long-distance collaborations and maximizing the
productivity of equipment resources [1]. The geometric information
transfer of the input object among different locations is crucial in
making decisions and determining parameters for the process plan-
ning tasks. Several geometric representations can be used to repre-
sent input objects for fabrication purposes, such as STL, boundary
representation, constructive solid geometry, and point data. Among
these data types, STL is extensively and commonly used and has
also seen quite a few telefabrication applications [1–5]. However,
due to the inherent disadvantages of the STL format [6–12], such as
redundant storage and approximation error, the accuracy and
efficiency of the processing planning (e.g., slicing) become subject
to the representation defects of STL format.

A key technical challenge in telefabrication is how to transfer
from one location to another the geometric data of the 3D parts
that is required for fabricating them in an efficient, accurate and
flexible manner. In this paper, we propose a direct processing
approach for telefabrication where the geometric information
flows efficiently among different locations without sacrificing ac-
curacy. More specifically, this fabrication process takes the digi-
tized point form of physical objects in one location as input,
directly slices the point data and transfers the obtained slices to
another location, where sacrificial structures are built from the sli-
ces and the final part if built by means of AM.

The salient feature of our approach is that a set of geometric
processing procedures have been developed that enable the direct
generation of such geometric data for additive manufacturing,
without using any intermediate surface models such as NURBS
surfaces, polygons or STL files. This approach thus bypasses
many laborious procedures such as manual data segmentation,
surface fitting and rediscretization into STL files, which are other-

wise commonly associated with reverse engineering physical
objects via an additive manufacturing process. Our approach
builds on a set of geometric processing techniques that are devel-
oped at two institutions: Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) and
University of Southern California (USC). More specifically, this
approach includes a new slicing approach that can automatically
generates sliced contours from scanned raw data without the com-
mon NURBS surfaces and polygons and a new support generation
method that can automatically generate the sacrificial structures
for supporting the overhung structures in the layer-wise fabrica-
tion process. The slicing approach generates sliced contours are
(1) geometrically accurate, due to the use of the moving least-
square (MLS) point-set representation; (2) topologically robust,
due to the use of Morse complex for nondegenerate cases and the
MLS-based Marching Cube contouring algorithm for complicated
degenerated cases. The support generation method is developed
by analyzing the layer-wise fabrication process in a systematic
manner and using a set of point-based offset and Boolean opera-
tions to automatically generate the support structures.

Figure 1 gives a schematic illustration of the developed
approach for telefabrication where a part is scanned in Chicago at
IIT and fabricated in Los Angeles at USC. Geometric data that are
adaptive to a specific additive manufacturing machine can then be
automatically generated. Figure 2 gives an illustration of such
geometric data flow for one machine that can reproduce the part
in live size. The scanned data are sliced into contours at IIT via
the direct slicing procedure which extracts layered contours from
the scan data via an implicitly defined MLS surface. The sliced
shape model is then transferred to USC where a support structure
is then automatically generated from the sliced shape model. Pro-
cess plans for layer-wise fabrication are prepared based on the
sliced model and the resulting support structures. A physical part
is subsequently fabricated. Reproduction of the parts by different
machines with different materials and scaling are shown in
Sec. 6.1.

Such direct processing of raw scan data into forms that are
directly usable in additive manufacturing preserves the data accu-
racy and is both efficient and flexible. The resulting telefabrication
capability can be used in 3D copiers or 3D fax machines. The
developed direct geometric processing methods thus have the
potential to transform how shape information is processed and
used in direct digital manufacturing. It can potentially impact
mass customization, part repair and service, and patient-specific
bio-implant fabrication.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The basic
process of 3D digitization is presented in Sec. 2. The slicing pro-
cedure is shown in Sec. 3. Contour-based support generation is
presented in Sec. 4 and mask generation for additive manufactur-
ing is presented in Sec. 5. The experimental results of multiple
test cases are presented in Sec. 6. Finally, conclusions and future
work are given in Sec. 7.

2 3D Digitization of Physical Objects

As a preparatory step in our telefabrication approach, the physi-
cal object is first digitized by a 3D digitizer in Chicago, and the
point-cloud data are then obtained.

The digitizing system housed at IIT used in this paper is shown
in Fig. 3. It consists of three major components: digitizer, rotary

stage and computer. The digitizer used here is the noncontact 3D
Digitizer Vivid 910 from Minolta Corporation. The rotary stage is
equipped with a turntable where the 3D object is placed and laser-
scanned by the digitizer; the turning functionality allows the
object to be scanned on any desired viewpoint. The computer with
the scanning software installed connects the digitizer and the ro-
tary stage into an integrated system that performs the digitization
task according to the user’s requirements.

The digitization process contains two stages: step scanning and
registration. In the scanning stage, the object is scanned 6 times
and it is turned 60 deg at each step. The scanned images for the
sculpture part are shown in Fig. 4. The scanning software

Fig. 1 Overview of telefabrication: a physical object is scanned in one location and fabricated in another loca-
tion. The scan data are processed according to the given machine specifications from micro- to mesoscales.

Fig. 2 Direct geometric processing for telefabrication. The physical part in (a) is scanned in Chicago and the scanned data
cloud is shown in (b). The data cloud is then sliced as shown in (c). Upon transferring the data to Los Angeles, support struc-
tures (d) are automatically generated from the sliced model and a physical part is built as shown in (e).

Fig. 3 A digitization system and software system Fig. 4 The six scanning steps with 60-deg step angle
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provided by the digitizer enables one to freely adjust the scanning
parameters and the relative orientation between the lens and the
object, so as to achieve a satisfactory scanning result. In the dis-
tance field plot for each scan, red means farther distance and blue
closer. Useful parameters include the laser density, which controls
the sampling density, and the step angle, which controls the incre-
mental angle of the rotary stage. The scanned data from all the
scanning steps are then aligned to form the entire model of the
object in the registration stage.

3 Point-Cloud slicing

Our slicing algorithm has evolved from the original single con-
tour adaptive marching method [13] to a multiple contour slicing
method with topology guarantee [14]. In this section, we will
briefly present this topology-guaranteed approach based on Morse
complex and also a slicing approach based on the Marching Cube
algorithm that can deal with degeneracy in a general way. The for-
mer deals with degeneracy-free shapes and special degeneracies;
the latter works well with all kind of geometries, especially ones
with complicated topology. Both approaches generate the slice
contour points by intersecting the slicing plane with the MLS
point-set surface.

3.1 MLS Surface. The MLS surface defines a smooth surface
from a discrete data set. Levin [15,16–20] defined an MLS surface
M as the stationary set of a projection operator. Such projection-
based MLS surfaces are referred to as projection MLS surfaces,
which can be explicitly defined as the local minima of an energy
function along the directions given by a normal vector field n(x).

The normal vector n(x) at a location x in space is just the aver-
age of the normals vi associated with all the points qi of point
cloud Q, weighted by a Gaussian weighting function h of the dis-
tance between qi and x

nðxÞ ¼
P

qi2Q vihðx;qiÞP
qi2Q vihðx;qiÞ

��� ���

The energy function e(y,a) at location y along direction a is the
average of the distance between qi and the plane that passes y and
takes a as the planar normal, weighted by the same weighting
function:

eðy; aÞ ¼
X
qi2Q

ðy� qiÞ
T
a

h i2

hðy; qiÞ

Since the MLS surface is the loci where the directional derivative
of the energy function along the normal vector direction vanishes,
the MLS surface could be explicitly defined by

gðxÞ � nðxÞT @ eðy; nðxÞÞ
@ y

����
y¼x

 !
¼ 0

3.2 Morse Complex Based Slicing of MLS Surface. The
overall process of this slicing algorithm is shown in Fig. 5. The
idea of topological guarantee of slice contours will be discussed,
and the main steps: critical points generation, Morse-Smale com-
plex construction, enhanced Reeb graph building and adaptive
marching will be briefly described. Detailed information could be
found in [13,14].

3.2.1 Critical Points Generation. The concept of critical
points is crucial for the topological analysis using Morse theory.
Mathematically, the critical points for a given differentiable
Morse function are those locations on the geometry where the gra-
dient of the Morse function vanishes. For the slicing of point
cloud, the Morse function chosen is the height function con-
strained by the point-set surface, which is represented by a
Lagrangian function described in [13]. There are three types of
critical points: maximum, minimum, and saddle. The critical points
of a torus are shown in Fig. 6, where the saddles can be further
categorized into top saddle and bottom saddle depending on their
orientation, with normal pointing either opposite or along the slic-
ing direction nH. The critical points are directly related to the to-
pology change of the slicing contours as slicing proceeds along
nH. The minimum, bottom saddle, top saddle and maximum corre-
spond to creating, splitting, merging and destroying of slicing con-
tour(s), respectively.

The critical points of the MLS surface could be obtained fol-
lowing the steps below:

(1) Project input points onto the MLS surface defined by input
point cloud with normals.

(2) Calculate the normals of the projected points on the MLS
surface and sift out those points with normals nS that span a
sufficiently small angle with nH;

(3) Refine by further minimizing the angle in order to obtain
the real critical points; the refinement is realized by a con-
strained optimization process.

3.2.2 Morse-Smale Complex Construction. After the critical
points are identified and classified, two ascending and two

Fig. 5 Overview of the Morse complex based point-cloud slicing procedure. (a) point cloud. (b) Morse function on the MLS sur-
face. (c) critical point generation. (d) Morse-Smale complex. (e) enhanced Reeb graph. (f) sliced model. The magenta, green, and
yellow and white Dots represent the maximum, (top and bottom) saddle, and minimum critical points, respectively.

Fig. 6 Critical points and slicing topology change
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descending integral lines can be traced from each saddle to maxi-
mums and minimums, respectively, and all the integral lines con-
stitute the Morse-Smale complex. Such complex of a mechanical
part example with degeneracies is shown in Fig. 7.

3.2.3 Enhanced Reeb Graph Building. Starting from the com-
plex just generated, the enhanced Reeb graph is calculated by fol-
lowing the rules below:

(1) Maximum or bottom saddle: if it has more than one down-
ward arcs, keep the arc between this critical point and its
nearest lower neighbors and prune the other arcs by trim-
ming them at the height of the adjacent point and relinking
them to it as shown in Fig. 8(a);

(2) Top saddle: first classify all its lower neighbors into two
groups, and then do pruning (Fig. 8(b)) and/or grouping
(Fig. 8(c)) to remove unwanted arcs in the complex;

(3) Minimum: remove all downward arcs.

As an example, the enhanced Reeb graph extracted for the me-
chanical part is displayed in Fig. 7(b).

3.2.4 Curvature-Adaptive Contour Marching. The point data
are ready for slicing after the enhanced Reeb graph is available.
The topology of the slice, i.e., the number of contours, is immedi-
ately known from the intersection points between the slicing plane
and the enhanced Reeb graph. Still taking the part example as
shown in Fig. 9, intersecting with the enhanced Reeb graph at two
different slicing layer heights will reveal different topologies of
the slice contour(s). In this case, the top row has one contour and
the bottom row has four contours, depending on the number of
intersection points.

For each contour at a layer, the contour points could be gener-
ated by a marching procedure featuring adaptive step length con-
trolled by MLS surface curvature [13].

With the above curvature control, the adaptive contour points
could be generated without difficulty. A single marching step is
illustrated by Fig. 10(a), and detailed implementation follows the
steps below:

(1) Identify starting point c0 as the intersection point between
the slicing plane and the enhanced Reeb graph;

(2) Compute all the contour points {Pi}(i¼ 0, 1,…):
(a) Calculate the normal direction ni at ci, and an intersect-

ing line li could be determined;
(b) Find the intersection point Pi between li and the MLS

surface S;
(c) Get the tangent direction ti and curvature j at Pi;
(d) Calculate step length Dp at Pi by

Dp ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � ðr � dsÞ2

q
¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2rds � d2

s

q

where radius of the osculating circle is r ¼ 1= jj j, and
ds is the allowed approximation error, and the geomet-
ric relation between this error and the circle radius is
demonstrated in Fig. 10(b);

(3) March to next point by ciþ1 ¼ Pi þ Dp � ti;
(4) Set ci¼ ciþ1, and go to step 2.1 until Pi is close enough to

P0 judging by a user-specified threshold.

Given the point cloud in Fig. 10(c) (only a portion near the slic-
ing plane is plotted to show the rough shape of the intersection
curve with the embedded MLS surface), the above algorithm will
generate the sequential contour points in Fig. 10(d), which will be
then connected then to form the contour previously shown in Figs.
9(c) and 9(f).

3.3 Marching Cube Based Slicing of MLS Surface. Since
Morse theory is only applicable to nondegenerate cases, in order
to deal with topological complexity in a more general way, we
here also developed a Marching Cube based slicing approach. The
idea is simple: as the MLS surface is an implicit surface defined
by g(x)¼ 0, it is possible to extract the surface by locating the
zero-value contours of the g(x) scalar field. In the context of slic-
ing, the surface extraction problem reduces to the 2D contour
extraction from the g(x) scalar field on the slicing plane, which
makes the slicing even more efficient.

As an example in Fig. 11(a), point cloud of the sculpture shown
in green is sliced by the slicing plane shown in yellow, and the red

Fig. 8 Rules of generating an enhanced Reeb graph from the
Morse-Smale complex. (a) rule 1 for maximum and bottom sad-
dle; (b) rule 2 for top saddle; (c) grouping the lower neighbor
points in rule 2.

Fig. 7 Morse-Smale complex and enhanced Reeb graph of a
mechanical part. (a) Morse-Smale complex with ascending and
descending integral lines; (b) enhanced Reeb graph extracted
from the complex.
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point-cloud subset within a small distance to the slicing plane is
intended to show the relative position of the plane. The Marching
Cube based slicing algorithm goes in the following steps for a
given slicing plane:

(1) Build a regular grid large enough to encompass the entire
projected point cloud on the slicing plane Fig. 11(b). Here,
a 350� 350 grid is chosen in the area that marginally
bounds red point-cloud subset. Figure 11(c) gives a zoom-
in view of how the grid looks like.

(2) Compute the g(x) value at all the grid points, which yields
the g(x) scalar field displayed in Fig. 11(d). Note, grid
points that are far away from the red subset points will not
be computed for speed concern. As a result, these areas are
shown in blank white.

(3) Extract zero-value contours from the scalar field, and pick
from all candidate contours those ones close enough to the
MLS surface. Note there are spurious contours nearby, and
we only pick the contour that is close to the projected MLS

surface. The closeness from an extracted contour with points
{Pi} to the MLS surface is measured by the mean distance
from each contour point Pi to its projection onto the MLS
MLS(Pi), and the picking criterion could be written by

d ¼

Xn

i¼1

Pi �MLSðPiÞ

n
< d�

where MLS is projection operator and d* is the distance
threshold set to be half the Gaussian kernel.

Fig. 9 Identify the slice’s topology by intersecting the slicing
plane with the enhanced Reeb graph. (a) and (d) slicing planes;
(b) and (e) intersecting with the enhanced Reeb graph; (c) and
(f) adaptive contour marching.

Fig. 10 Adaptive contour marching. (a) intersection-based
marching with adaptive step length; (b) step length determined
by osculating circle radius; (c) partial point cloud near the slic-
ing plane; and (d) contour points generated by marching with
curvature-adaptive step lengths.

Fig. 11 Marching cube based MLS surface slicing. (a) slicing
plane (yellow) and points (red) close to the plane; (b) front view;
(c) marching cube grid on the slicing plane; (d) zoom- in view;
(e) g(x) field; (f) three extracted zero-value contours; (g) zoom-
in view only the middle contour (green, thick) is taken as the
slicing contour; (h) output contour for the current slicing plane.
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Here the Marching Cube based slicing directly produces the
correct number of contours by the combination of g(x) scalar
field’s zero-value criterion and the closeness to MLS surface con-
tour picking criterion. This way of guaranteeing the topology of
slices proves very effective and robust in practice.

If we consider another slicing plane shown in Fig. 12(a) where
two contours are expected, initially six contours will be extracted
from the scalar field, and later only the two middle contours will
be identified as the ultimate contours to output by the distance to
MLS surface picking criterion.

4 Contour-Based Support Generation

Layer-based AM is a collection of techniques for fabricating
solid objects by the sequential delivery of energy and/or material
to specified points in space to produce that solid [21]. For the
direct processing of scanning data without generating STL mod-

els, we explore the AM process planning methods based on a digi-
tal model that is defined in slicing contours.

In the paper, a contour-based support generation method and
related algorithms are presented for the mask-image-projection-
based stereolithography (MIP-SL) process. Supports are similar
to fixtures in machining or scaffolds in construction. Support
structures are typically required to facilitate the building
process in the SLA process. During the building process, a cured
portion needs to be anchored such that it will not sink to the bot-
tom of the liquid resin tank, or float away when a blade is used
to flatten the liquid surface. Appropriate anchor positions and
structures for a given geometry are critical in ensuring the suc-
cess of the building process. At the same time, the added sup-
ports are a waste of material and leave undesired marks on the
contacting building surface. It is desired to add a minimum
amount of supports that can be easily removed after the building
process.

Fig. 12 Slicing with topological guarantee. (a) another slicing plane where two
contours are expected; (b) zoom-in view; (c) scalar field; (d) six contours extracted;
(e) contours zoom-in; (f) two contours picked as actual slice contours.
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In the previous work on support generation for AM processes,
most approaches are developed for STL models [22–25]. The
most common approach developed for support generation is to
judge all the triangles in a STL model by comparing their orienta-
tion angle (relative to the Z axis) with a minimum supporting
angle (a) that is specified by a user. As shown in Fig. 13, supports
will be created for a triangle whose face normal NF satisfies
NF �Z<NFa�Z, in which the face normal related to the given min-
imum supporting angle is NFa. The approach has been widely
used in commercially available systems such as Lightyear from
3D Systems, Inc. (Rock Hill, SC) and Magics RP from Materialise
(Leuven, Belgium).

Chalasani et al. [26] presented a support generation method for
the fused deposition modeling (FDM) process based on two-
dimensional sliced geometry. It computed supports by determin-
ing the shadow of all the layers with respect to the build direction
Z. Figure 14 shows some examples, in which regions (i) and (ii)
are the required supports. Such supports can be used in the FDM
process since two different materials including a water-solvable
support material are used. However, such supports cannot be used
in the SLA process since a single material is used for both part
and supports.

In addition, the aforementioned support generation methods do
not take full advantage of the self-supporting property of geomet-
ric features in the SLA process. That is, for a vaulted overhand or
a small overhang as shown in region (ii) of Figs. 14(b) and 14(c),
respectively, no supports are needed since all the layers of such
geometric features can be built based on the previously built
layers. The self-supportness of a geometric feature will be fully
utilized in our contour-based support generation method that is
based on a layer-wise analyzing approach.

4.1 Principle. The additive manufacturing processes build
physical objects layer-by-layer. Accordingly our support genera-
tion approach is to analyze the sliced contours layer-by-layer for
determining where to add supports that are critical for the building
process. A simple one-dimenional example is shown in Fig. 15(a)
to illustrate our contour-based support generation approach.

Suppose the relative sizes and positions of a current layer and
its previous layer are known. All the previous layers have been
built when the current layer is to be built. Obviously the portions
of the current layer that directly contact the previous layer have
been supported. In addition, certain neighboring areas are also
supported by the previous layer (refer to Fig. 15(b), assume by
enlarging the previous layer by DistSelf_support). The value Dis-
tSelf_support of a region of the previous layer may be determined by
its size. A larger DistSelf_support value can be set for a bigger
region. For the remaining portions of the current layer that have
not been anchored by the previous layer (i.e., regions ii), supports
need to be added under them in order for them to be anchored. In
this paper, we define the additional pins that are added under a
given part as anchor supports. Such anchors have been fixed on
the building platform or previously built layers when the current
layer is to be built. Assume when an anchor is added at position
P, the circular region centered at P with a radius of DistAnchor can
be safely built (refer to Fig. 15(b)). Accordingly, all the regions
(ii) are fully supported after a certain number of anchors have
been added. There are many ways of defining the shapes and sizes of
the added anchors. The value of DistAnchor can be set accordingly.

For example, if rigid anchors are used in a given region, a
large DistAnchor value can be set for the anchors. Hence, less sup-
ports will be required; however, such strong anchors will also be
hard to remove and will leave larger marks on the contacting
surfaces.

The principle of our contour-based support generation approach
is to systematically analyze the shape of each layer related to its
previous layer; accordingly the added anchor supports can be
determined such that the layer can be fully fixed either by the pre-
vious layer or the anchor supports. After all the layers of a 3D
model have been analyzed, related supports including bases and
reinforcements are constructed to ensure the building process will
be successful. The contour-based support generation approach can
be mathematically defined as follows.

For layers of LCur, LPrev,
For each loop LCur_i,

LAttached_i¼ LPrev\LCur_i;
Loffset_i¼LAttached_i"Distself_support_i;
Lself-support_i¼ (Loffset_i\LCur_i)
LTo-support¼ LCur�Lself-support_i.

For each loop LTo-support_i,
Cover the region with anchors based on Distanchor.

In the equations, "r is the offset operation of a 2D region by
growing it a distance r [27,28]. \ and� are the intersection and
subtraction operations of two 2D regions, respectively.

The contour-based support generation approach is general that
can handle various types of overhangs including the self-
supported cases as shown in Fig. 14. The two main parameters
used in our approach, Distself-support and Distanchor, have clear asso-
ciation with the building process. In comparison, the aforemen-
tioned STL-based support generation method is mainly based on
geometric analysis. The main parameter used in the approach is
the minimum support angle a, which has no direct association
with the layer-wise fabrication process. In addition, the anchoring
forces required in the SLA process may be different depending on
the types of resins, and the building process settings such as
sweeping speed, curing styles, etc. For different manufacturing
settings, the values of Distself-support and Distanchor can be

Fig. 13 An illustration of the angle-based support generation
method

Fig. 14 An illustration of various geometries and related sup-
ports. (a) Cantilever; (b) vaulted overhang; and (c) small
overhang.

Fig. 15 An illustration of the contour-based support genera-
tion method. (a) Given layers and (b) layer analysis result.
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experimentally determined. Accordingly such values can be pro-
vided by the SLA system developers and used in our approach.

4.2 Main Algorithms. There are three main 2D operations in
the aforementioned contour-based support generation method
including offsetting, Boolean, and region covering. For a 3D
model defined in a set of contours, the operations need to be ro-
bust and general. The algorithms used for such geometric opera-
tions are discusses as follows:

(1) Offsetting operation.

Offsetting a solid S by a distance r into a grown or shrunken
version of S has been precisely defined for point sets in Euclidean
space E2 or E3. Although the offsetting operation is mathemati-
cally well defined, computing an offset model for a given solid
has proven to be difficult. We developed a novel offsetting
method based on a point representation named the layered depth-
normal image (LDNI) for an input polygonal model and an offset
distance [27]. The offsetting method is based on: (1) directly com-
puting offset boundary, (2) converting the boundary into structur-
ally sampled points, (3) accordingly filtering the sampling points,
and (4) reconstructing offset contour from the filtered points. The
key benefits of the method are that the related geometric operation
can be general, robust, and efficient. Various types of self-
intersections in the offset boundary can be trimmed such that a
valid offset boundary can be constructed.

Figure 16 presents an example taken from the sliced model of
the scanning points as shown in Fig. 2. Two consecutive layers
(Layers 106 and 107) are shown in Figs. 16(a) and 16(b), respec-
tively. The computed offset contours of Layer #106 (i.e., LAtta-
ched"Distself_suppori) are shown in Fig. 16(c).

(2) Boolean operations.

As one of the most fundamental geometric operations in
computer-aided design and manufacturing, a Boolean operation,
such as union, intersection or difference, is well-defined based on
set operations. In order to achieve robust computation, we also
convert the continuous boundary representation into sampling
points and then compute their Boolean result [29]. Based on the
LDNI representation, the Boolean operations are straightforward
and easy to implement. This is, a LDNI model consists of a set of
well-organized one-dimensional (1D) volumes defined by the

even number of depth-normal samples stored in each pixel of the
LDNI model. Consequently, the Boolean operations on LDNI
models are converted into the Boolean operations on 1D segment.
After Boolean operations, the computed LDNI model is an
implicit representation of a solid defined by the geometric opera-
tion. A contouring method [30] can then be used in reconstructing
a polygonal model from the LDNI model.

An example is shown in Fig. 16, based on the computed offset
contours, the subtraction between the current layer and the offset
contour is computed. The Boolean operation result is the region to
be supported by additional anchor supports.

(3) Region covering operation.
Based on the computed regions that are to be supported by

anchors, we formulate the anchor layout problem into a 2D region
covering problem. Suppose an anchor Si that is to be added in a
2D region at position P(xi, yi) to secure a small region that is cen-
tered around P with a radius Distanchor. A set of anchors need to
be identified such that the whole region can be fully secured by
the added anchor supports. That is, for any point P in the region,
the closest anchor support Sk should satisfy ||PSk||�Distanchor. In
addition, it is desired to uniformly distribute the anchors in the to-
be-supported regions such that a minimum number of anchors
will be used. In the commercially available support generation
systems such as Lightyear and Magics RP, a set of predefined grid
lines are used. Although being intuitive, such an approach will
lead to anchor supports with varying density for irregular 2D
regions, especially for the anchors that are close to the region
boundary. In comparison, the distribution of anchor supports can
be more uniform by converting the support layout problem into a
region covering problem.

The region covering problem has been well studied [31–33],
We develop a modified Delaunay triangulation method for finding
a small amount of anchors that can sufficiently cover an arbitrarily
given 2D region. The main algorithm of the method is given as
follows:

(1) Triangulate a contour Li into a 2D region Ri;
(2) Compute an initial number of supports based on

Numanchor¼ARi/Aanchor;
(3) Randomly place Nanchor points at Posanchor in Ri;
(4) Create Delaunay triangulation of Ri based on current

Posanchor;
(5) Find the centroid points of the related Voronoi partition;
(6) Move Posanchor to the computed centroid points;
(7) Repeat from (4) until Posanchor converges to centroid points

of the Voronoi partition;

Check the length of all the partition edges. If any edge length is
bigger than Distanchor, increase Nanchor to a larger value and repeat
from (3).

In the algorithm, the computation of a Delaunay triangulation
and related Voronoi partition for a given set of points can be
found in Ref. [31]. The centroidal Voronoi tessellation method
has been well studied as a powerful computational technique for
minimizing an energy function defined by a density function
[32,33] and proven to be convergent.

The computed Nanchor and related Posanchor can be used as the
layout for adding related anchor supports. Many different support
types have been developed before for the SLA process such as the
Fine point supports developed by 3D Systems, Inc. Anchor sup-
ports used in our research are shown in Fig. 17(c). The neighbor-
ing anchor supports need to be connected together for an
increased stability. In addition, the bottom portions of the anchor
supports are connected into a base such that they can be securely
attached to the building platform.

Figure 17 shows an example, in which two of the to-be-support
regions (in white) are shown in Fig. 17(a). The computed anchor
supports for a given Distanchor are shown in Fig. 17(b). The
related anchor supports including bases and reinforcements
between neighboring pins are shown in Fig. 17(c). In a compari-
son, the supports generated by the Lightyear system are shown in

Fig. 16 An example of layer 107. (a) Previous layer; (b) current
layer; and (c) computing result.
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Fig. 17(d). By using a set of predefined grid lines, the supports are
distributed nonuniformly in the regions; in addition, much more
supports are required than the supports used in our approach (105
versus 78 and 174 versus 136 for the two regions as shown in
Fig. 17(b)).

5 Mask Image Planning for the Projection-Based

Stereolithography

Based on the computed anchor supports for a given set of sliced
contours, the mask images that can be used in the building process
will be prepared. A specified exposure time will be assigned for

each layer. In the section, the scanning point model as shown in
Fig. 2 will be used as an illustration example. Assume a different
part orientation has been picked by the user for achieving a
smaller Z height. As shown in Fig. 20, the sliced model based
on the given Z axis can be computed using the aforementioned
point-cloud slicing approach; the anchor supports based on the
contour-based support generation method can also be determined.
Accordingly, mask projection images can be prepared for building
the physical object.

5.1 Part and Support Images. Each contour in the sliced
model defines the layer boundary. They can easily be converted
into a black and white mask image such that all the pixels inside
the contour is white (i.e., grayscale value¼ 255) and all other pix-
els are black (i.e., grayscale value¼ 0). However, as shown in
Ref. [34], such a binary image will lead to aliasing effect due to
the sampling error in converting the continuous contour boundary
into discrete pixel values. In addition, the energy distribution of a
pixel follows a Gaussian distribution and spreads to its neighbor-
ing pixels. The light intensity of a pixel also varies for different
grayscale levels and can be calibrated [35]. Hence, the projection
mask image for a given contour can be computed by modeling the
interaction between all the pixels such that the projected light can
be controlled to achieve a desired accuracy and resolution. An
optimized pixel blending method [34] has been developed, in
which a grayscale mask image will be computed for achieving the
desired pixel blending effect required by given slicing data. In
addition, various exposure patterns can be used in defining the in-
ternal pixels such that the curing process will lead to less shrink-
age and related deformation in the built object [36].

The mask image of the supports can be computed by directly
slicing the geometric elements related to the computed anchor
supports. The exposure time of anchor supports can be different
from that of the parts. In addition, the bottom few layers require
an expose time that is much longer than other layers such that
they can be fully bonded to the building platform. Based on the
mask images of parts and related anchor supports, a final projec-
tion image can be generated for the building process by simply
merging the related two mask images.

5.2 Building Process. Based on the technology of digital
micromirror device (DMD), a mask image can be projected onto a
photocurable resin surface to selectively cure liquid resin into a
layer of the object. Consequently, the MIP-SL process can be
much faster than the laser-based SLA process. During the building
process, the computed mask images are sent to the DMD, which
are then exposed to the resin surface for a specified time period.
Liquid resin is recoated after a layer is cured. By repeating the
layer-by-layer building process, a 3D object can be fabricated on
the building platform. After all the layers are finished, the plat-
form is raised up for the built object to be removed. The added
supports are peeled away from the attached part surface and dis-
carded. Finally the built part is cleaned.

Three MIP-SL systems with different platform sizes and resolu-
tions are used in the tests including a commercially available sys-
tem A (Ultra machine from EnvisionTec, Inc.), and two internally
developed systems B and C [37,38]. Two types of photocurable
resins are used in the tests including Perfatory

TM

SI500 and R5,
both from EnvisionTec, Inc. The exposure time of each layer is 9,
0.4, and 0.5 s for A, B, and C, respectively. The capabilities of the
three tested MIP-SL systems are shown in Table 2. Based on
them, an integrated telefabrication system may have various fabri-
cation capabilities in reproducing existing physical objects in dif-
ferent sizes.

6 Experimental Results and Analysis

Two test cases are presented as follows to demonstrate the pre-
sented direct geometry processing approach for telefabrication of

Fig. 17 An example of support layout based on region cover-
ing. (a) Input regions to be supported; (b) computed support
layouts; (c) CAD model of generated supports; (d) CAD model
of generated supports by the Lightyear system.
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physical objects. The scanning and slicing of existing physical
objects were performed in Chicago at IIT. The process planning
and fabrication based on MIP-SL systems were performed in Los
Angeles at USC. The experimental results have demonstrated the
potential applications of 3D copying and 3D faxing of a physical
object. The presented geometry processing methods can be auto-
mated and integrated into a seamless telefabrication system.

6.1 Fabrication of Two Test Models

6.1.1 Test 1: Fertility Model. The first test is a statue model
called “fertility” from AIM@SHAPE repository [39]. Since the
model has already been digitized by repository contributors, the
digitization is not needed and the triangle mesh vertices have been
used as the input point data for slicing shown in Fig. 18(a). The
point data are then directly sliced based on a selected building
direction and a given layer thickness. The Morse complex con-
struction result and enhanced Reeb graph are shown in Figs. 18(b)
and 18(c), respectively. Based on them, the sliced contours are
shown in Fig. 18(d). After support generation and mask image
preparation, the built physical object before being taken out from
the platform is shown in Fig. 18(e). Hence, the physical object is
successfully duplicated after the supports are removed and the
part is cleaned.

6.1.2 Test 2: Sculpture Part. The second test is performed on
a physical sculpture part. The physical object comes from a local
craftsmanship decoration firm in Chicago. It is shown in Fig. 2(a)

next to a penny for scale reference. We first fabricate the object
with the original orientation, then rotate the object and rebuild it
at a different orientation for demonstrating the ability of supports
generation and meanwhile choose fabrication machine A in
Table 2 for slicing parameters selection. In addition, we use the
second orientation but employ two different fabrication machines
B and C and compare the results under three circumstances.

When the scanned point data are kept at its original orientation
as shown in Fig. 19(a), it is directly sliced using the Marching
Cube based slicing algorithm with a given layer thickness, and the
sliced model is shown in Fig. 19(b). For such a building orienta-
tion, only the bottom surface needs supports. The identified sup-
port locations based on the discussed region covering approach
are shown in Fig. 19(c) for such a bottom surface. Figure 19(d)
shows the display of both point data and the generated supports
with two different viewing angles.

The scanned point data can also be built in another orientation
using a different layer thickness of 0.1 mm as prescribed by fabri-
cation machine with machine A in Table 2. For an orientation as
shown in Fig. 20(a), the sliced model is obtained and shown in
Fig. 20(b) and generated supports are shown in Fig. 20(c). The
prepared mask images for some of the layers are shown in Table 1.
The built physical object using the MIP-SL system machine A
is shown in Fig. 20(d). After removing the supports and cleaning
the built model, a photo of the duplicate object is shown in
Fig. 2(e).

Other than machine A, one can also choose machine B or C for
fabrications in smaller scales. In Table 2, we have shown the

Fig. 18 Telefabrication test 1: fertility model. (a) Scanned point-cloud data; (b) critical points and Morse complex; (c) enhanced
Reeb graph; (d) sliced model; (e) built part.

Fig. 19 Telefabrication test 2: sculpture model at original orientation. (a) Scanned point-cloud data; (b) sliced model; (c) gener-
ated supports; and (d) display of both point clouds and supports.
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sliced model, support structure and the fabricated objects with the
capabilities of the three additive manufacturing systems. The three
machines A, B, and C have different platform size, XY resolution
and Z layer resolution, which are described in the table. In the col-
umn of the sliced model, the parameter of slice thickness is guided
by the capabilities of the related manufacturing system. The layer
thickness of machine C is nearly one tenth of that of machine A.
These adaptive function w.r.t machine parameters can be achieved
by the slicing algorithm of scanning points. The actual sizes of the
three built parts are compared in Fig. 1 at the same scale.

6.2 Process Analysis. We have seen that the proposed tele-
fabrication process includes a series of steps: digitization
(optional), point-cloud slicing, support generation and mask
image planning. The geometric data flow throughout all these in-
termediate steps is the key for the telefabrication; as the data flow
downstream from input to output, there are inevitably dimensional
accuracy loss or even feature loss incurred within each step. In
this subsection, we quantify the accuracy of the process.

As the first step in telefabrication, the digitizer scans the object
and registers all step scans’ range images to form the raw triangle

Table 1 Mask projection images of some sampled layers

Layer # Mask image of part Mask image of supports Projection mask image

1 None

100

200

300 None

Fig. 20 Test 2: sculpture model at a different orientation with fabrication machine A (layer
thickness 5 0.01 mm). (a) Scanned point-cloud data; (b) sliced model; (c) generated supports;
and (d) built part with attached supports structure.
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mesh data. In Fig. 21(a), the six range images are obtained from
the corresponding step scans in Fig. 4. After the registration pro-
cess is carried out by the built-in registration function of the scan-
ner, the six aligned triangle meshes are shown in Fig. 21(b).
Obviously, there exist a large amount of geometric outliers that
could be easily identified and excluded. We refer to the triangle
mesh data left as the “raw scan data” from the digitizer shown in
Fig. 21(c).

However, the vertices in the raw data cannot be directly taken
as the input point-cloud data for slicing due to its extremely bad
condition such as holes, severe noise and overlap.

As a result, we make use of common preprocessing techniques
to clean and optimize raw scan data. Figure 22 demonstrates the
geometric data flow during all the telefabrication steps: digitizing
(from Figs. 22(a) and 22(b)), preprocessing (from Figs. 22(b) and
22(c)), taking vertices as point cloud (from Figs. 22(c) and 22(d)),
point-cloud slicing (from Figs. 22(d) and 22(e)) and fabrication
(from Figs. 22(e) and 22(f)).

During preprocessing 1 shown in Fig. 22, many features have
been excessively smoothed out along with the noise. Attempting
to relieve this sizable feature loss due solely to preprocessing, we
have done preprocessing 2 with more carefulness on delicate

Table 2 Sliced model, support structure, and built part under three AM systems

Sliced model

AM system
compatibility

Global
view

Local
view

Support
structure

Built
part

Machine A

Platform size 260� 160 mm
XY resolution 0.14 mm
Z layer 0.15 mm

Machine B

Platform size 48� 36 mm
XY resolution 0.047 mm
Z layer 0.05 mm

Machine C

Platform size 14� 10.5 mm
XY resolution 0.014 mm
Z layer 0.01 mm

Fig. 21 Raw scan data with outlier removed. (a) Six step-scan range images; (b) Six registered triangle meshes; and (c) raw
scan data
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features; the newly preprocessed model and the subsequent inter-
mediate results are shown on the bottom row of Fig. 22.

If we zoom in on local areas, it becomes easy for one to notice
the differences between the corresponding intermediate geometric
forms after preprocessing 1 and 2. In Fig. 22, the local regions
around the sculpture’s face are zoomed in on. The feature differ-
ence between the sliced models and built parts for the two prepro-
cessing situations are shown in Figs. 23(a) and 23(b) and Figs.
23(c) and 23(d), respectively. Preprocessing 2 has obviously more
accurate features in terms of the delicate characteristics in the face
region on both sliced and built parts.

In order to analyze the accuracy loss during the course of tele-
fabrication through Figs 24(a)–24(e), we need to compare the two
digitized models of the original physical part (Fig. 24(a)) and fab-
ricated part (Fig. 24(e)). Take the fabrication that uses slicing
input point cloud from preprocessing 1 as an example, the digi-
tized models of them are shown in Figs 24(b) and 24(f), respec-
tively. The digitized physical object in Fig. 24(b) is the same as
the preprocess model 2 shown in the bottom row of Fig. 24(c).

The accuracy loss in a process is just the error between the
input model and output model of the process. Quantifying this ac-
curacy loss requires comparing two models consisting of a collec-

tion of points. The first step in the comparison is to align the
output model with the input model by use of any rigid registration
algorithms, for example, the Iterative Closest Point algorithm
[40]. Then, the error of a point in the input model is just the Eu-
clidean distance from the closest point in the output model to this
point. Plotting all the computed errors in the input model gives
the accuracy loss distribution on the input model.

The total accuracy loss result is plotted on the digitized physical
object as shown in Fig. 24(g), and the error range is from �4.38
to þ3.40. Recalling that the height of the sculpture is 100, the
error range could be written as [�4.38, þ3.40] % to denote rela-
tive accuracy loss. This total accuracy loss is comprised of the cu-
mulative accuracy losses caused by the three intermediate steps:
preprocessing, slicing and fabrication. And the accuracy loss of
them is shown in Figs. 24(h)–24(j) plotted, respectively, on the
digitized physical object, preprocessed model and the sliced
model. Specifically the accuracy loss in preprocessing 1 is
[�4.06, þ2.99] %, in slicing [�0.31, þ0.30] % and in fabrication
[�4.47, þ2.43] %. Table 3 lists the total and intermediate process
accuracy losses in the telefabrication of the sculpture object, and
it is observed that the point-cloud slicing process barely causes
any accuracy loss; the preprocessing step is responsible for a

Fig. 22 Geometric data flow in the intermediate steps of telefabrication.

Fig. 23 Face features comparison of sliced model and built part for two preprocessed slicing input.
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significant portion of accuracy loss; and the fabrication step also
loses much accuracy, some of it may be due to the digitizing error
of the fabricated object.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Reproducing physical objects in a telefabrication fashion where
a three-dimensional physical object is scanned in one location and

Table 3 Accuracy loss in the telefabrication of sculpture part

Accuracy loss (%) Total Preprocessing Slicing Fabrication

From �4.38 �4.06 �0.31 �4.47
To 3.40 2.99 0.30 2.43

Fig. 24 Comparison between physical object and built part 1
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reproduced in another location is critical for future manufacturing.
A telefabrication approach by integrating 3D scanning and direct
digital manufacturing systems has been developed. The geometric
data flow in such an integration system is a key technical chal-
lenge. In this paper, we presented a set of techniques including
direct point-cloud slicing, contour-based support generation, and
digital mask image planning to enable the direct fabrication of
scanned data. We demonstrated that it is feasible to avoid polygo-
nal meshes in the system. Hence, many laborious procedures such
as manual data segmentation, surface fitting, and rediscretization
into STL files are bypassed. A prototyping telefabrication system
has been developed. Based on it, a set of experimental studies
have been performed. The experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the developed system in faithfully duplicating
given physical objects, and our future work includes extending the
approach to other additive manufacturing processes. Future work
would also study the data transmission of 3D data.
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